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Crisis of Trust 





Wells Fargo CEO to Testify at House Hearing
Feb. 26, 2019



@dailydot













“If you’re going to tell 
people the truth, make 
them laugh.  Otherwise, 
they’ll kill you.” 

-- George Bernard Shaw 







“74% of all people who read corporate blogs 
are people"



74%
Of people who read corporate 
blogs are people 



Customer Survey:

Yes
No

Q1:  Do you like to laugh?



When a brand doesn’t take itself too seriously 
all the time, it builds trust.  
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Follow the fear  

-- Del Close 





https://youtu.be/MSqXKp-00hM 

“With this in the backdrop, IBM is 
re-positioning the mainframe as a 
back-to-the-future alternative. The 
tone of Hoey’s spoof training video 
is in keeping with the kinder, 
humbler image IBM now seeks to 
project.”



There are no mistakes, on gifts. 



#B2BMX

§ Comedy comes from pain.  And truth. 
§ Anger comes from Fear.  Often, the fear of not 

belonging 
§ All 7 billion of us are connected through our shame 
§ Shame > Vulnerability > Truth > Meaningful connection
§ Sharing our story is a gift of grace to others 

Empathy Through Humor 











There are no mistakes, 
only gifts 



Absurd application



6X capacity

ASR 9000

6.4 TB /sec

Launch Date:  
Feb 9th

Price: 
$80k - $250k

Forrest Gump = 200 feature 
films/ second  
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Comedy Comes from Pain



#B2BMX

Comedy Script Formula 
1. Start with customer’s pain point

2. Explore what would happen if there were no solution

3. Exaggerate to the Nth degree / “Heighten"
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Parody:
Put an extraordinary character in an ordinary situation 



Parody  
Put an extraordinary character in an 

ordinary situation 





https://youtu.be/AEj0kVWnP84

https://youtu.be/AEj0kVWnP84
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Juxtaposition 



Delaware River Gap

Paddling through the 
state forest we 
spotted 4 bald eagles 
and one with a pretty 
bad comb-over 



WARNING:  Beware of bears 
making announcements 



Waited here for 10 minutes 
before I realized this wasn’t a 
Cinnabon

• Rijksmuseum Schiphol 
Airport



Suggestion 1 Suggestion 2
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Juxtaposition  



Contrast 





Contrast 

Transparency  



Context 
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Hyperbole (Heighten)






